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PHIL 4233: Philosophy of Language. Prof. Funkhouser. Putnam, “Meaning and Reference”. • Putnam will argue
against two assumptions about meaning: 1. Part III shows how the expression theory can account for the meaning
of names, and the distinctive way in which their meaning determines their reference. Reference - Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia The Themes of Quines Philosophy: Meaning, Reference, and . Putnam on Reference
HUSSERLS THEORY OF MEANING AND REFERENCE. Analytic philosophers have until recently heen reluctant
to investigate the complex historical roolc; of Hilary Putnam – Meaning and Reference Sep 10, 2002 . The
impossibility of solving it by invoking the distinction between sense and reference or any other intrinsic aspects of
meaning. Week 5. Reference (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) [edit]. The word reference is derived from
Middle English referren, from Middle French référer, from Latin referre, to Hilary Putnam: Meaning and Reference
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Meaning and Reference. (1973). [Preliminary]. Putnams theory is meant to refute the traditional theory of meaning.
He says,. “meaning aint in the head.” In other husserls theory of meaning and reference - Buffalo Ontology Site
Nov 26, 2013 . Hilary Putnam – Meaning and Reference. Hilary Whitehall Putnam (born. July 31, 1926 – currently
87 years old) is an American philosopher,. Scepticism about Meaning and Reference: Three Arguments by . A
words sense is how the word relates to other words in a language (Wittgensteins meaning); its reference is how it
relates to real world concepts. The French Meaning and Reference: Some Chomskian Themes - SelectedWorks
Sinn and Bedeutung are usually translated, respectively, as sense and reference. Two different aspects of some
terms meanings, a terms reference is the object to which the term refers, while the terms sense is the way that the
term refers to that object. (Pre-)Algebras for Linguistics - 7. Modelling Meaning and Reference MEANING AND
REFERENCE *. U NCLEAR as it is, the tUaditional doctUine that the notion. meaning possesses the
extension/intension ambiguity. Twin Earth thought experiment - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Suggested
Citation. Robert J. Stainton. Meaning and Reference: Some Chomskian Themes Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of
Language (2006): 913-940. Meaning and Reference: Some Chomskian Themes - Oxford . Definition of reference
book: Atlas, dictionary, directory, encyclopedia, handbook, thesaurus, or any other work designed to be used in
finding specific items of . Dictionary.com Find the Meanings and Definitions of Words at Dec 4, 2012 . The
doctrines are: one, that intension (meaning, more or less) determines extension (reference, more or less) and in
fact is always… What is reference book? definition and meaning of semantic reference, i.e. word-world relations.
Spelling this out, if there is to be a genuine science of linguistic meaning (yielding theoretical insight into Sense
and reference - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia This article introduces three arguments that share a single
conclusion: that a comprehensive science of language cannot (and should not try to) describe . What is the
difference between meaning and reference for Putnam? May 29, 2013 . Edward Becker, The Themes of Quines
Philosophy: Meaning, Reference, and Knowledge, Cambridge University Press, 2012, 336pp., $95.00 Heidegger
on meaning and reference Amazon.com: Meaning and Reference (Oxford Readings in Philosophy)
(9780198751250): A. W. Moore: Books. Meaning and Reference by A.W. Moore — Reviews, Discussion
MEANING AND REFERENCE * . meaning possesses the extension/intension ambiguity meaning of a term is a
concept carried the implication that mean-. 699 U NCLEAR as it is, the traditional doctrine that the notion - JStor
Aug 3, 2010 . Twentieth-century philosophy of language saw a number of related but interestingly distinct
arguments that independently challenge the Linguistics 201: Semantics - Pandora Web Space UNCLEAR as it is,
the traditional doctrine that the notion meaning possesses the extension/intension ambiguity has certain typical
consequences. The doctrine Oct 28, 2008 . Putnam: Meaning and Reference. The Traditional Conception of
Meaning … combines two assumptions: Meaning and psychology. Knowing Meaning and Reference Jan 20, 2003
. What, in other words, is the mechanism of reference? Subsidiary questions concern the relation between
reference and meaning, reference Meaning and Reference - Thatmarcusfamily.org Putnam on Reference. David
Banach. The main task of this selection will be to critically examine the views on meaning and natural kinds and the
arguments Nondescriptive Meaning and Reference - Oxford Scholarship Modelling Meaning and Reference. Carl
Pollard. Linguistics 680: Formal Foundations. Autumn 2010. Carl Pollard. (Pre-)Algebras for Linguistics
Amazon.com: Meaning and Reference (Oxford Readings in Sense and reference - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia reference (i.e. that the way entities are understood determines which entities we can refer meaning ·
ontological difference · reference · referential/attributive. Meaning and Reference Journal of Philosophy, Inc.
Meaning and Reference. Author(s): Hilary Putnam. Source: The Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 70, No. 19, Seventieth
Annual Meeting of Putnam: Meaning and Reference Look up the meaning of words, slang, phrases, idioms, and
abbreviations in our free English Dictionary, Spanish-English Dictionary, Legal . For your Reference. Meaning and
reference Twin Earth is a thought experiment presented by philosopher Hilary Putnam in his 1973 paper Meaning
and Reference and subsequent 1975 paper The . Philosophy of Language: Reference, Relation, Meaning Jan 11,
2014 . The distinction between meaning and reference is simple: meaning/sense is the intension or the word, name
or symbolic representation of an object; the reference is the thing to which the intension corresponds in the
world—the reference is the object to which you are referring, if you will. Hilary Putnam – “Meaning and Reference”
Article Summary Analysis Part of the Oxford Readings in Philosophy series, this volume presents a selection of the

major writings in the debate on the nature of meaning and reference . MEANING AND REFERENCE: SOME
CHOMSKIAN THEMES

